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I’m going to make some remarks about the other kind of mass digitization underway – the kind people are doing without reference to copyright law or traditional institutions for archiving or preserving materials.And I’m going to refer to two recent studies I’ve been involved with that deal loosely with this practice, MPEE and CC, and also describe a new one which is just getting underway, which will educational materials and universities.
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So, to provide some of the backstory.  The first project was about how and why piracy had become the primary form of access to many kinds of media in developing countries.  We had the opportunity to do a pretty large scale comparison, with in Brazil, India, Russia, South Africa, Mexico, and Bolivia.  And to give away the punchline, we concluded that the combination of high prices, low incomes, and cheap digital technology were the main drivers of piracy.  And while that seems pretty self evident, it makes a case for tying illegal copying to the market structure for legal goods.  Because if you want to fight piracy you have to ask, which of those things is going to change?  Cheap tech, low incomes, or high prices.And in our view, enforcement has not been a significant factor. And so we documented very simple things like prices for CDs, DVDs and software, which are almost always set at western levels – when they are available at all.  And for many categories of goods, there was simply no availability.  Because when you price a DVD at $20 in Brazil, the market for it is tiny.  And so there’s very little distribution infrastructure and only the biggest hits get licensed.  The first DVD licensing of classic European films in India occurred in 2007.  And it’s in contexts like this that piracy begins to play not just an access role, but also a cultural diversity role.  
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The second study was based on phone surveys in the US and Germany, and provides an outline of what we call Copy CultureAnd by copy culture we mean, first of all, the factors we described in the Piracy study—price, income, and tech.  But also two more things characteristic of high income digital media cultures: (1) that culture has always been fundamentally about sharing, but now that extends for the first time to audiovisual culture. (2) that culture is increasingly organized around the expectation that everything will be available, available now, and affordable—universal access..  When some significant part of those expectations are met through the legal market, you get low priced, on demand services like netflix or iTunes or hulu.  Where they aren’t, you get a culture of large scale informal copying and sharing.  And depending on what the law says, some or all of that will be called piracy.I’ll come back to some of our findings from this study.
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I’ve detoured through these studies to provide a bit of context for our new comparative study, which is just getting underway.I think when Pam invited me to speak at this conference we were both hoping that we’d have results.  We don’t, but I do want to describe the project to you.Its official name ‘The Ecology of Access to Educational Materials in Developing World Universities’ or ‘shadow libraries’ for short.  I’ll explain what we mean by that in a minute.
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But first, let me explain what I mean by ecology: for us, the ecology of access refers to the relationships between the different kinds of access to materials that shape education in developing world universities.  Traditionally, when people have talked about access, they’ve talked about two institutions: the commercial market and the library.  And the dilemma has always been that the commercial market is high priced and tiny, while the library is chronically under resourced and inadequate to educational needs.  [click] So there’s been a lot of interest in how to address this through legal channels--especially low cost licensing models and increasingly, open educational resources that can circulate and be used freely.But this isn’t a complete picture of the ecology of access.  Before there were digital copies there were paper copies.  There were always copy shops around the universities—and these arguably played the most important role in providing access to materials.  Prior to the 2000s, they were also the scene of many of the sharpest policy and enforcement fights around copyright in developing countries.And now as cheap digital technologies displace paper, we’re seeing the emergence of something new: massive digital copying, and in particular, the building, sharing, and curation of large scale digital archives among students, researchers, and bibliofiles.These are what we call shadow libraries.
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You may know some of the top level shadow librariesOne of the best known for books was the Gigapedia, which was later renamed library.nu, and which was recently shut down by a court order obtained by a coalition of publishers.  The Gigapedia shut down is the first big online enforcement fight around books.  And it almost certainly won’t be the last. And I mention Gigapedia to make a simple point: that the technical infrastructure for large scale, informal copying, archiving, and curation of materials is already available.  And so people are doing it—especially in contexts where legal access is prohibitively expensive, with students in the lead.They’re not waiting for the resolution of the orphan works issue, or the digital library lending model issue, the academic licensing issue, the Google books settlement issue.  They’re just doing it. And it doesn’t meet the standards of a research library.  But for a wide range of purposes, it doesn’t need to.  It’s big sloppy archiving.  Gigapedia was reported to have around 400,000 volumes.  
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And it had a very simple but—for a wide range of purposes--adequate indexing and quality control.I’ve borrowed this chart from one of our collaborators, Bodo Balasz, who is doing a content analysis of the archive.
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Gigapedia was distinctive from other file sharing sites in part because it had a curatorial mission.  It represented our closest approximation, to date, to a freely accessible, universal digital library.  That fact alone is quite sad. And it’s not the only site with such a mission…Karagarga for art filmWhat.cd for musicAaaarg for social thoughtAnd because we’re in the midst of a large scale enforcement drive, they are all likely to be crushed like Gigapedia…  But because all that accomplishes is breaking up the index to the library, they are all likely to be reassembled in more covert forms.And in the meantime, the latent archive will continue to grow.  So how does mass digitization happen through these channels?  A better question might be: how doesn’t it happen?
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As with other technologies of reproduction, the cost of digitizing paper are plummeting.  Flatbed scanners are long since commodity items.  Even fairly sophisticated book scanners are now relatively easy to home brew.  There are cheap services that will scoop up your library and send it back to you in pdf form.  That’s the production sideBut more importantly, there will be a continuous diffusion of material from the formal digital libraries into the informal one.  That has always been the case, of course, but as with other digital media, it will now happen on a much larger scale.How long before most books are in circulation in the global shadow library?  
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Well, I will guess very quickly, but if you want to take the long view, here’s the generational shift.  Here’s what people view as reasonable with respect to sharing music.  Sharing with friends is the important cateogy.  Sharing culture is, to a considerable extent, youth culture.  And sharing is differentiated from things that look like active infringement.  In the US, this is mostly illegal.  But in Germany and other countries with strong private copy laws, there is a presumption of legality to circulation at this level.
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To pull this back to , here, according to our survey, is what the collecting of ebooks looks like in the US.Still routed mostly through vendors.  Immature copy culture.
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Here’s what a more mature copy culture looks like.  The supposedly degraded business of music.  A lot more copying.  More from friends and family than from downloading.  That’s presumed illegal in the US but legal in GermanyMuch more from buying than from downloading.And this chart is a little deceptive because its an average across all collections, so the big pirated collections are heavly overweighted.  It’s a picture of all the music files in circulation.
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Here’s what people said, on average, about the sources of their collections, independent of their size.More sharing, more downloading, somewhat less buying.  The kids are already post CD, so there’s less ripping.
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So the shadow libraries project will pay some attention to the life cycle of the high high level file sharing sites like Gigapedia, but it is primarily about what happens in lower level networks—among friends and colleagues.  In developing world universities, where the high price, low income, and cheap tech dynamic is the rule, these practices are widespread, sometimes with the implicit or explicit toleration of administrations.Much of the project will involve a curriculum study—looking at how curricula in medicine, law, and media/communications studies has changed over the past decade, in part in function of what’s available.  We’ll look at the practices around the curriculum—the posting and sharing of material, the cost of legal acquisition, and the shift to low cost or free resources as those become available.  Part of it will look at university strategies to address these issues—and as many of you know, this is becoming the wild west, with running from Brazilian universities that have created their own de facto copyright law to meet educational needs, to the Georgia State case , to spyware at the New School, to the absurd online copyright test I had to pass to get my Internet service restored in our Columbia appartment after a guest downloaded a Ray Charles biopic (I failed three times), to the battles around Access Copyright, including the University of Toronto’s decision to treat links to infringing material made over university IT systems as infringement.
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The real question of the study is what happens as the access problem is solved without any corresponding solution to the crisis of the library or the commercial market.And we hope to study this in the context of the next revolution in access.  This is the $35 Indian Aakash tablet.And as digital readers get very very cheap in the next few years, that copy culture is going to grow exponentially.   This will be hugely disruptive and challenging for all parties involved, and produce its own calls for stronger enforcement and control. But it will also produce a huge democratization of access to knowledge and educational opportunity, in countries that have traditionally had very little of either.  And that is the conversation we want to be part of over the next couple years.
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